Control of fixation and saccades during an anti-saccade task: an investigation in humans with chronic lesions of oculomotor cortex.
Fourteen patients with a chronic, unilateral lesion restricted to the frontal lobe (twelve involving the frontal eye field (FEF)), nine patients with a chronic, unilateral lesion restricted to posterior association cortex (eight involving the intraparietal sulcus (IPS)), and twelve neurologically normal control subjects were studied in an anti-saccade task. A combination of manipulating cuing and fixation offset enabled us to examine the effects of chronic oculomotor lesions on both saccade preparation and voluntary control over ocular fixation. Patients with lesions of the FEF made more errors (reflexive glances) toward contralesional targets, whereas patients with IPS lesions made fewer errors toward contralesional targets. Patients with IPS lesions had increased latencies to initiate saccades away from contralesional targets. For FEF patients, the presence of a fixation point inhibited the initiation of contralesionally directed saccades less than those directed ipsilesionally. Saccade preparation in response to a cue did not reduce the inhibitory effect of a fixation point on initiating anti-saccades directed either ipsilesionally or contralesionally for either patient group. We conclude that chronic IPS lesions result in a reduced contralesional visual grasp reflex (VGR) and delayed utilization of visual signals in the contralesional field for planning voluntary eye movements. In contrast, patients with chronic FEF lesions are impaired in inhibiting the VGR toward contralesional signals, and manifest an asymmetry in the balance between fixation and saccade activity. Moreover, voluntary control of fixation is compromised after chronic damage to either frontal or parietal oculomotor cortex.